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Multi-agent distributed consensus optimization problems arise in many signal processing applications.
Recently, the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) has been used for solving this family
of problems. ADMM based distributed optimization method is shown to have faster convergence rate
compared with classic methods based on consensus subgradient, but can be computationally expensive,
especially for problems with complicated structures or large dimensions. In this paper, we propose low-
complexity algorithms that can reduce the overall computational cost of consensus ADMM by an order of
magnitude for certain large-scale problems. Central to the proposed algorithms is the use of an inexact step
for each ADMM update, which enables the agents to perform cheap computation at each iteration. Our
convergence analyses show that the proposed methods converge well under some convexity assumptions.
Numerical results show that the proposed algorithms offer considerably lower computational complexity
than the standard ADMM based distributed optimization methods.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
We consider a network with multiple agents, for example a sensor network, a data cloud network
or a communication network. The agents seek to collaborate to accomplish certain task. For example,
distributed database servers may cooperate for data mining or for parameter learning in order to fully
exploit the data collected from individual servers [1]. Another example arises from large-scale machine
learning applications [2], where a computation task may be executed by collaborative microprocessors
with individual memories and storage spaces [2]–[4]. Distributed optimization becomes favorable as it
is not always efficient to pool all the local information for centralized computation, due to large size
of problem dimension, a large amount of local data, energy constraints and/or privacy issues [5]–[8].
Many of the distributed optimization tasks, such as those described above, can be cast as an optimization
problem of the following form
(P1) min
y∈RK
N∑
i=1
φi(y) (1)
where y ∈ RK is the decision variable and φi : RK → R ∪ {∞} is the cost function associated with
agent i. Here the function φi is composed of a smooth component fi : RM → R ∪ {∞} (possibly with
extended values) and a non-smooth component gi : RK → R ∪ {∞}, i.e.,
φi(y) = fi(Aiy) + gi(y), (2)
where Ai ∈ RM×K is some data matrix not necessarily of full rank. Such model is common in practice:
the smooth component usually represents the cost function to be minimized, while the non-smooth
component is often used as a regularization function [9] or an indicator function representing that y
is subject to a constraint set1.
In the setting of distributed optimization, it is commonly assumed that each agent i only has knowledge
about the local information fi, gi and Ai. The challenge is to obtain, for each agent in the system, the
optimal x of (P1) using only local information and messages exchanged with neighbors [5]–[8].
1For example, if y ∈ X ⊆ RK for some set X , then this can be implicitly included in the nonsmooth component gi by letting
[10, Section 5]
gi(y) =


0 if y ∈ X
∞ otherwise.
(3)
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3In addition to (P1), another common problem formulation has the following form
(P2) min
x1,...,xN∈RK
N∑
i=1
φi(xi) s.t.
N∑
i=1
Eixi = q, (4)
where Ei ∈ RM×K , q ∈ RM and φi is given as in (2). Unlike (P1), in (P2), each agent i owns a
local control variable2 xi ∈ RK , and these variables are coupled together through the linear constraint.
Examples of (P2) include the basis pursuit (BP) problem [11], [12], the network flow control problem
[13] and interference management problem in communication networks [14]. To relate (P2) with (P1),
let ν ∈ RM be the Lagrange dual variable associated with the linear constraint ∑Ni=1Eixi = q. The
Lagrange dual problem of (P2) can be equivalently written as
min
ν∈RM
N∑
i=1
(
ϕi(ν) +
1
N
νTq
)
(5)
where
ϕi(ν) = max
xi
{
− φi(xi)− νTEixi
}
, i = 1, . . . , N. (6)
Problem (5) thus has the same form as (P1). Given the optimal ν of (5) and assuming that (P2) has a
zero duality gap [15], each agent i can obtain the associated optimal variable xi by solving (6). Therefore,
a distributed optimization method that can solve (P1) may also be used for (P2) through solving (5).
There is an extensive literature on distributed consensus optimization methods, such as the consensus
subgradient methods; see [5], [6] and the recent developments in [7], [8], [16], [17]. The consensus
subgradient methods are appealing owing to their simplicity and the ability to handle a wide range of
problems. However, the convergence of the consensus subgradient methods are usually slow.
Recently, the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [10], [18] has become popular for
solving problems with forms of (P1) and (P2) in a distributed fashion. In [14], distributed transmission
designs for multi-cellular wireless communications were developed based on ADMM. In [19], several
ADMM based distributed optimization algorithms were developed for solving the sparse LASSO problem
[20]. In [12], using a different consensus formulation from [19] and assuming the availability of a certain
coloring scheme for the graph, ADMM is applied to solving the BP problem [11] for both row partitioned
and column partitioned data models [16]. In [21], the methodologies proposed in [12] are extended to
handling a more general class of problems with forms of (P1) and (P2). In [22], a distributed ADMM
with a sequential update rule is proposed; while in [23], the method is extended and can be implemented
2Here we let all xi’s have the same dimension without loss of generality.
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4asynchronously. The fast practical performance of ADMM is corroborated by its nice theoretical property.
In particular, ADMM was found to converge linearly for a large class of problems [24], [25], meaning
a certain optimality measure can decrease by a constant fraction in each iteration of the algorithm. In
[26], [27], such fast convergence rate has also been built for distributed optimization.
It is important to note that existing ADMM based algorithms can be readily used to solve problems
(P1) and (P2). For example, by applying the consensus formulation proposed in [19] and ADMM to
(P1), a fully parallelized distributed optimization algorithm can be obtained (where the agents update
their variables in a fully parallel manner), which we refer to as the consensus ADMM (C-ADMM). To
solve (P2), the same consensus formulation and ADMM can be used on its Lagrange dual problem in
(5), referred to as the dual consensus ADMM (DC-ADMM). The main drawback of these algorithms lies
in the fact that each agent needs to repeatedly solve certain subproblems to global optimality. This can
be computationally demanding, especially when the cost functions fi’s have complicated structures or
when the problem size is large [2]. If a low-accuracy suboptimal solution is used for these subproblems
instead, the convergence is no longer guaranteed.
The main objective of this paper is to study algorithms that can significantly reduce the computational
burden for the agents. In particular, we propose two algorithms, named the inexact consensus ADMM
(IC-ADMM) and the inexact dual consensus ADMM (IDC-ADMM’), both of which allow the agents to
perform a single proximal gradient (PG) step [28] at each iteration. The benefit of the proposed approach
lies in the fact that the PG step is usually simple, especially when gi’s are structured functions [9],
[28]. Notably, the cheap iterations of the proposed algorithms is made possible by inexactly solving
the subproblems arising in C-ADMM and DC-ADMM, in a way that is not known in the ADMM or
consensus literature. For example, the proposed IC-ADMM approximates the smooth functions fi’s in
C-ADMM, which is very different from the known inexact ADMM methods [29], [30], where only the
quadratic penalty is approximated (thus does not always result in cheap PG steps). We summarize our
main contributions below.
• For (P1), we propose an IC-ADMM method for reducing the computational complexity of C-
ADMM. Conditions for global convergence of IC-ADMM are analyzed. Moreover, we show that
IC-ADMM converges linearly, under similar conditions as in [26].
• For (P2), we first propose a DC-ADMM method which can globally solve (P2) for any connected
graph and convex φi’s. We further propose an IDC-ADMM method for reducing the computational
burden of DC-ADMM. Conditions for global (linear) convergence are presented.
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5Numerical examples for solving distributed sparse logistic regression problems [31] will show that the
proposed IC-ADMM and IDC-ADMM methods converge much faster than the consensus subgradient
method [5]. Further, compared with the original C-ADMM and DC-ADMM, the proposed method can
reduce the overall computational cost by an order of magnitude.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the applications and assumptions. The C-ADMM
and IC-ADMM are presented in Section III; while DC-ADMM and IDC-ADMM are presented in Section
IV. Numerical results are given in Section V and conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
Notations: A  0 (≻ 0) means that matrix A is positive semidefinite (positive definite). IK is the
K×K identity matrix; 1K is the K-dimensional all-one vector. ‖a‖2 denotes the Euclidean norm of vector
a, and ‖z‖2A , zTAz for some A  0. Notation ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product. diag{a1, . . . , aN} is
a diagonal matrix with the ith diagonal element being ai; while blkdiag{A1, . . . ,AN} is a block diagonal
matrix with the ith diagonal block matrix being Ai. λmax(A) and λmin(A) denote the maximum and
minimum eigenvalues of matrix A, respectively.
II. APPLICATIONS AND NETWORK MODEL
A. Application to Data Regression
As discussed in Section I, (P1) and (P2) arise in many problems in sensor networks, data networks and
machine learning tasks. Here let us focus on the classical regression problems. We consider a general
formulation that incorporates the LASSO [19] and logistic regression (LR) [31] as special instances.
Let A = [AT1 , . . . ,ATN ]T ∈ RNM×K denote a regression data matrix, where Ai ∈ RM×K for all
i = 1, . . . , N . For a row partitioned data (RPD) model [12, Fig. 1], [16], the distributed regression
problem is given by
min
y∈RK
N∑
i=1
Ψi(y;Ai, bi), (7)
where Ψi(y;Ai, bi) is the cost function defined on the local regression data Ai and a local response
signal bi ∈ RM . For example, the LASSO problem has Ψi(y;Ai, bi) = ‖bi −Aiy‖22 + gi(y). Similarly,
for the LR problem, one has
Ψi(y;Ai, bi) =
M∑
m=1
log
(
1 + exp(−bimaTimy)
)
+ gi(y), (8)
where Ai = [ai1, . . . ,aiM ]T contains M training data vectors and bim ∈ {±1} are binary labels for the
training data. It is clear that (7) has the same form as (P1). Here, the non-smooth function gi can be
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61-norm for sparse regression, as well as mixture with an indicator functions specifying that y is confined
in certain constraint set.
On the other hand, let E = [E1, . . . ,EN ] ∈ RM×NK denote a regression data matrix, where Ei ∈
R
M×K for all i = 1, . . . , N . Then, for the column partitioned data (CPD) model [12, Fig. 1], [16], the
distributed regression problem is formulated as
min
x1,...,xN∈RK
N∑
i=1
Ψi(xi;Ei, b), (9)
where the response signal b is known to all agents while each agent i has a local regression variable
xi ∈ RK and local regression data matrix Ei = [ei1, . . . ,eiM ]T ∈ RM×K . For example, the LR problem
has
Ψi(xi;Ei, b) =
M∑
m=1
log
(
1 + exp(−bm
N∑
i=1
eTimxi)
)
+ gi(xi). (10)
By introducing a slack variable z = [z1, . . . , zM ]T ,
∑N
i=1Eixi, the CPD LR problem can be
reformulated as
min
x1,...,xN∈RK ,
z∈RM
{ M∑
m=1
log
(
1 + exp(−bmzm)
)
+
N∑
i=1
gi(xi)
}
s.t.
∑N
i=1Eixi − z = 0, (11)
which is an instance of (P2). In Section V, we will primarily test our algorithms on the RPD and CPD
regression problems.
B. Network Model and Assumptions
Let an undirected graph G denote a multi-agent network, which contains a node set V = {1, . . . , N}
and an edge set E . An edge (i, j) ∈ E if and only if agent i and agent j can communicate with each
other (i.e., neighbors). The edge set E defines an adjacency matrix W ∈ {0, 1}N×N , where [W ]i,j = 1 if
(i, j) ∈ E and [W ]i,j = 0 otherwise. In addition, one can define an index subsetNi = {j ∈ V | (i, j) ∈ E}
for the neighbors of each agent i, and a degree matrix D = diag{|N1|, . . . , |NN |} (a diagonal matrix).
With W and D, the Laplacian matrix of G is given by L = D −W which is a positive semidefinite
matrix (i.e., L  0) and satisfies L1N = 0 [32].
We make the following assumptions on G and problems (P1) and (P2).
Assumption 1 The undirected graph G is connected.
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7Assumption 1 implies that any two agents in the network can always influence each other in the long
run. We also have the following assumptions on problems (P1) and (P2).
Assumption 2 (a) In (P1), the functions φi : RK → R ∪ {∞} are proper closed convex functions; at
every y for which both fi(Aiy) and gi(y) are well defined and φi(y) < ∞, there exists at least
one bounded subgradient ∂φi(y) ∈ RK such that φi(x) ≥ φi(y) + (∂φi(y))T (x − y) ∀x ∈ RK .
Moreover, the minimum of (P1) can be attained.
(b) In (P2), the functions φi : RK → R ∪ {∞} are proper closed convex functions; φi has at least
one bounded subgradient at every xi for which both fi(Aixi) and gi(xi) are well defined and
φi(xi) < ∞; the minimum of (P2) is attained and so is its optimal dual value; moreover, strong
duality holds for (P2).
Assumption 3 For all i ∈ V , the smooth function fi in (2) is strongly convex, i.e., there exists some
σ2f,i > 0 such that
(∇fi(y)−∇fi(x))T (y − x) ≥σ2f,i‖y − x‖22 ∀y,x ∈ RM .
Moreover, fi has Lipschitz continuous gradients, i.e., there exists some Lf,i > 0 such that
‖∇fi(y)−∇fi(x)‖2 ≤ Lf,i‖y − x‖2 ∀y,x ∈ RM . (12)
Note that, even under Assumption 3, φi(x) = fi(Aix) + gi(x) is not necessarily strongly convex in
x since the matrix Ai can be fat and rank deficient. Both the LASSO problem [19] and the LR function
in (8) satisfy Assumption 3 3.
III. DISTRIBUTED CONSENSUS ADMM
In Section III-A, we briefly review the original C-ADMM [19] for solving (P1). In Section III-B, we
propose a computationally efficient inexact C-ADMM method.
A. Review of C-ADMM
Under Assumption 1, (P1) can be equivalently written as
min
y1,...,yN ,
{tij}
N∑
i=1
φi(yi) (13a)
s.t. yi = tij ∀ j ∈ Ni, i ∈ V, (13b)
yj = tij ∀ j ∈ Ni, i ∈ V, (13c)
3The logistic regression function log(1 + exp(−x) is strongly convex given that x lies in a compact set.
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8where {tij} are slack variables. According to (13), each agent i can optimize its local function fi(Aiyi)+
gi(yi) with respect to a local copy of y, i.e, yi, under the consensus constraints in (13b) and (13c). In
[19], ADMM is employed to solve (13) in a distributed manner. Let {uij} and {vij} denote the Lagrange
dual variables associated with constraints (13b) and (13c), respectively. According to [19], ADMM leads
to the following iterative updates at each iteration k:
u
(k)
ij =u
(k−1)
ij +
c
2
(y
(k−1)
i −y(k−1)j ) ∀j ∈ Ni, i ∈ V, (14a)
v
(k)
ij =v
(k−1)
ij +
c
2
(y
(k−1)
j −y(k−1)i ) ∀j ∈ Ni, i ∈ V, (14b)
y
(k)
i = argminyi
{
φi(yi) +
∑
j∈Ni
(u
(k)
ij + v
(k)
ji )
Tyi
+ c
∑
j∈Ni
∥∥yi − y(k−1)i +y(k−1)j2 ∥∥22
}
∀i ∈ V , (14c)
where c > 0 is a penalty parameter and u(0)ij + v
(0)
ij = 0 ∀i, j. Note that variables {t(k)ij } are not shown
in (14) as they can be expressed by variables {y(k−1)i }; see [19] for the details.
The updates in (14) are useful for convergence analysis. For practical implementation, we define
p
(k)
i ,
∑
j∈Ni
(u
(k)
ij + v
(k)
ji ), i ∈ V . Then, (14) boils down to Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 C-ADMM for solving (P1)
1: Given initial variables y(0)i ∈ RK and p(0)i = 0 for each agent i, i ∈ V . Set k = 1.
2: repeat
3: For all i ∈ V (in parallel), p(k)i = p(k−1)i + c
∑
j∈Ni
(y
(k−1)
i − y(k−1)j ),
y
(k)
i =arg minyi
{
fi(Aiyi) + gi(yi) + y
T
i p
(k)
i + c
∑
j∈Ni
∥∥yi − y(k−1)i +y(k−1)j2 ∥∥22
}
. (15)
4: Set k = k + 1.
5: until a predefined stopping criterion (e.g., a maximum iteration number) is satisfied.
It is important to note from Step 4 and Step 5 of Algorithm 1 that, except for the parameter c which
has to be universally known, each agent i updates the variables (y(k)i ,p
(k)
i ) in a fully parallel manner,
by only using the local function φi and messages {y(k−1)j }j∈Ni , which come from its direct neighbors.
It has been shown in [19] that, under Assumptions 1 and 2, C-ADMM is guaranteed to converge for any
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9c > 04:
lim
k→∞
y
(k)
i = y
⋆, lim
k→∞
(u
(k)
ij ,v
(k)
ij ) = (u
⋆
ij ,v
⋆
ij), ∀j, i, (16)
where y⋆ , y⋆1 = · · · = y⋆N and {u⋆ij,v⋆ij} denote a pair of optimal primal and dual solutions to problem
(13), and y⋆ is optimal to (P1). It is also shown that C-ADMM can converge linearly when φi’s are
purely smooth (i.e., gi(yi) = 0 ∀i) and strongly convex with respect to yi [26].
One key issue about C-ADMM is that the subproblem in (15) is not always easy to solve. For instance,
for the LR function in (8), the associated subproblem (15) is given by
y
(k)
i = arg minyi
{ M∑
m=1
log
(
1 + exp(−bimaTimyi)
)
+ gi(yi)
+ yTi p
(k)
i + c
∑
j∈Ni
∥∥yi − y
(k−1)
i + y
(k−1)
j
2
∥∥2
2
}
. (17)
As seen, due to the complicated LR cost, problem (17) cannot yield simple solutions, and a numerical
solver has to be employed. Clearly, obtaining a high-accuracy solution of (17) can be computationally
expensive, especially when the problem dimension or the number of training data is large. While a
low-accuracy solution to (17) can be adopted for complexity reduction, it may destroy the convergence
behavior of C-ADMM, as will be shown in Section V.
B. Proposed Inexact C-ADMM
To reduce the complexity of C-ADMM, instead of solving subproblem (15) directly, we consider the
following update:
y
(k)
i = arg minyi
{
∇fi(Aiy(k−1)i )TAi(yi − y(k−1)i )
+
βi
2
‖yi − y(k−1)i ‖22 + gi(yi) + yTi p(k)i + c
∑
j∈Ni
∥∥yi − y(k−1)i +y(k−1)j2 ∥∥22
}
. (18)
In (18) we have replaced the smooth cost function fi(Aiyi) in (15) with a proximal first-order approxi-
mation around y(k−1)i :
∇fi(Aiy(k−1)i )TAi(yi − y(k−1)i ) +
βi
2
‖yi − y(k−1)i ‖22,
where βi > 0 is a penalty parameter of the proximal quadratic term. To obtain a concise representation
of y(k)i , let us define the proximity operator for the non-smooth function gi at a given point s ∈ RK as
4In general, the parameter c is chosen empirically. Only for some special instance, optimal c may be analytically found; e.g.,
see [33].
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[28]
proxγigi [s] , arg miny
{
gi(y) +
γi
2
‖y − s‖22
}
, (19)
where γi = βi + 2c|Ni|. Clearly, using this definition, (18) can be expressed more compactly as
y
(k)
i = argminyi
{
gi(y) +
γi
2
∥∥∥∥yi − 1γi
(
βiy
(k−1)
i − p(k)i
−ATi ∇fi(Aiy(k−1)i ) + c
∑
j∈Ni
(y
(k−1)
i + y
(k−1)
j )
)∥∥∥∥
2
2
}
= proxγigi
[
1
γi
(
βiy
(k−1)
i − p(k)i −ATi ∇fi(Aiy(k−1)i )
+ c
∑
j∈Ni
(y
(k−1)
i + y
(k−1)
j )
)]
, (20)
which is a proximal gradient (PG) update.
The PG updates like (20) often admit closed-form expression, especially when gi’s are functions
including the ℓ1 norm, Euclidean norm, infinity norm and matrix nuclear norm [34]. For example, when
gi(y) = ‖y‖1, (19) has a closed-form solution known as the soft thresholding operator [28], [34]:
S
[
s, 1γi
]
=
(
s− 1γi1K
)+
+
(
−s− 1γi1K
)+
, (21)
where (x)+ , max{x, 0}. The IC-ADMM is presented in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Proposed IC-ADMM for solving (P1)
1: Given initial variables y(0)i ∈ RK and p(0)i = 0 for each agent i, i ∈ V . Set k = 1.
2: repeat
3: For all i ∈ V (in parallel),
p
(k)
i = p
(k−1)
i + c
∑
j∈Ni
(y
(k−1)
i − y(k−1)j ),
y
(k)
i = prox
γi
gi
[
1
γi
(
βiy
(k−1)
i −ATi ∇fi(Aiy(k−1)i )
− p(k)i + c
∑
j∈Ni
(y
(k−1)
i + y
(k−1)
j )
)]
. (22)
4: Set k = k + 1.
5: until a predefined stopping criterion (e.g., a maximum iteration number) is satisfied.
Although the idea of “inexact ADMM” is not new, our approach is significantly different from
the existing methods [29], [30], where the inexact update is obtained by approximating the quadratic
penalization term only. It can be seen that problem (17) is still difficult to solve even the inexact update
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in [29], [30] is applied. Two notable exceptions are the algorithms proposed in [35] and [36] where the
cost function is also linearized. However, an additional back substitution step and two extragradient steps
are required in [35] and [36], respectively, which is not suited for distributed optimization.
The convergence properties of IC-ADMM is characterized by the following theorem.
Theorem 1 Suppose that Assumptions 1, 2(a) and 3 hold. Let
βi >
L2f,i
σ2f,i
λmax(A
T
i Ai)−cλmin(D +W ) > 0 ∀i ∈ V, (23)
and let y⋆ , y⋆1 = · · · = y⋆N and {u⋆ij,v⋆ij} denote a pair of optimal primal and dual solutions to
problem (13) (i.e., (P1)).
(a) For Algorithm 2, y(k)1 , . . . ,y(k)N converge to a common point y⋆.
(b) If φi(y) = fi(Aiy), where Ai has full column rank, for all i ∈ V , then we have
lim
k→∞
‖y(k) − 1N ⊗ y⋆‖21
2
G+αM
+
1
c
‖u(k+1) − u⋆‖22 = 0 linearly,
where y(k) = [(y(k)1 )T , . . . , (y
(k)
N )
T ]T ; u(k)i ∈ RK|Ni| (u⋆i ) is a vector that stacks u(k)ij (u⋆ij) ∀j ∈ Ni;
u(k) ∈ RK
∑
N
i=1 |Ni| (u⋆) stacks u(k)i (u⋆i ) ∀i = 1, . . . , N . and
G , Dβ + c((D +W )⊗ IK) ≻ 0, (24)
M , A˜T (Dσf −
1
2
Dρ)A˜ ≻ 0, (25)
for some 0 < α < 1 and ρ > 0. Here, A˜ = blkdiag{A1, . . . ,AN}; Dβ = diag{β1, . . . , βN}⊗ IK ;
Dσf = diag{σ2f,1, . . . , σ2f,N} ⊗ IK ; and Dρ = diag{ρ1, . . . , ρN} ⊗ IK .
The proof is presented in Appendix A. Theorem 1 implies that, given sufficiently large βi’s, IC-ADMM
not only achieves consensus and optimality, but also converges linearly provided that φi is purely smooth
and strongly convex. Note that, to ensure (23), the global knowledge of λmin(D +W ) is required by
all agents. As a parallel work, we should mention that a concurrent result similar as Theorem 1(b) is
presented in [37].
Remark 1 We remark that the convergence condition in (23) depends on the network topology. Let
L = D −W denote the Laplacian matrix of G. Then D +W = 2D − L. By the graph theory [32],
the normalized Laplacian matrix, i.e., L˜ =D− 12LD− 12 , must have λmax(L˜) ≤ 2. Further, λmax(L˜) < 2
if and only if the connected graph G is not bipartite. Thus, we have λmin(D +W ) = λmin(D 12 (2IN −
L˜)D
1
2 ) ≥ 0, and λmin(D +W ) > 0 whenever G is non-bipartite.
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IV. DISTRIBUTED DUAL CONSENSUS ADMM
In this section, we turn the focus to (P2). In Section IV-A, we present a DC-ADMM method for
solving (P2). In Section IV-B, an inexact DC-ADMM method is proposed.
A. Proposed DC-ADMM
The DC-ADMM is obtained by applying the C-ADMM (Algorithm 1) to problem (5) which is
equivalent to the Lagrange dual of (P2). Firstly, similar to (13), we write problem (5) as
min
ν1,...,νN
{tij}
N∑
i=1
(
ϕi(νi) +
1
N
νTi q
)
(26a)
s.t. νi = tij, νj = tij ∀ j ∈ Ni, i ∈ V, (26b)
where νi ∈ RM is the ith agent’s local copy of the dual variable ν and ϕi is given in (6). Following a
similar argument as in deriving Algorithm 1, we obtain the following update steps at each iteration k
p
(k)
i = p
(k−1)
i + c
∑
j∈Ni
(ν
(k−1)
i − ν(k−1)j ), (27a)
ν
(k)
i = arg min
νi∈RM
{
ϕi(νi) +
1
N
νTi q + ν
T
i p
(k)
i
+ c
∑
j∈Ni
∥∥νi − ν(k−1)i +ν(k−1)j2 ∥∥22
}
∀ i ∈ V, (27b)
where, with a slight abuse of notation,
p
(k)
i =
∑
j∈Ni
(u
(k)
ij + v
(k)
ji ), (28)
in which {uij} and {vij} are dual variables associated with the two constraints in (26b) and are updated
in a similar fashion as in (14a) and (14b), i.e.,
u
(k)
ij = u
(k−1)
ij +
c
2
(ν
(k−1)
i −ν(k−1)j ) ∀j ∈ Ni, i ∈ V, (29a)
v
(k)
ij = v
(k−1)
ij +
c
2
(ν
(k−1)
j −ν(k−1)i ) ∀j ∈ Ni, i ∈ V. (29b)
In general, subproblem (27b) is not easy to handle because ϕi is implicit and (27b) is in fact a min-max
optimization problem given by
ν
(k)
i = argminνi
max
xi
{
− φi(xi)− νTi Eixi +
1
N
νTi q
+ νTi p
(k)
i + c
∑
j∈Ni
∥∥νi − ν(k−1)i +ν(k−1)j2 ∥∥22
}
. (30)
Fortunately, since the objective function in (30) is convex in νi for any xi and is concave in xi for any
νi, the minimax theorem [38, Proposition 2.6.2] can be applied so that the min-max problem (30) can
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be equivalently solved by considering its max-min counterpart and saddle point exists. Specifically, the
max-min counterpart of (30) is given by
max
xi
min
νi
{
− φi(xi)− νTi Eixi +
1
N
νTi q + ν
T
i p
(k)
i
+ c
∑
j∈Ni
∥∥νi − ν(k−1)i +ν(k−1)j2 ∥∥22
}
(31)
=max
xi
min
νi
{
− φi(xi) + (c|Ni|)
∥∥∥∥νi − 12|Ni|
[∑
j∈Ni
(ν
(k−1)
i
+ ν
(k−1)
j )− 1cp
(k)
i +
1
c (Eixi − 1N q)
]∥∥∥∥
2
2
− c4|Ni|
∥∥∥∥1c (Eixi − 1N q)
− 1cp
(k)
i +
∑
j∈Ni
(ν
(k−1)
i + ν
(k−1)
j )
∥∥∥∥
2
2
}
(32)
where the equality is obtained by completing the quadratic term of νi. Let x(k)i be an inner maximizer
of (30) so that (ν(k)i ,x(k)i ) is a saddle point of (30). Then, (x(k)i ,ν(k)i ) is a pair of outer-inner solution to
(31) and (32) [38, Proposition 2.6.1]. From (32), the inner minimizer ν(k)i can be uniquely determined
by
ν
(k)
i =
1
2|Ni|
[∑
j∈Ni
(ν
(k−1)
i + ν
(k−1)
j )− 1cp
(k)
i
+ 1c (Eix
(k)
i − 1N q)
]
, (33)
and that the outer maximizer is given by
x
(k)
i = arg minxi
{
φi(xi) +
c
4|Ni|
∥∥1
c (Eixi − 1N q)
− 1cp
(k)
i +
∑
j∈Ni
(ν
(k−1)
i + ν
(k−1)
j )
∥∥2
2
}
. (34)
As a result, the min-max subproblem (27b) can actually be obtained by first solving the subproblem (34)
with respect to the primal variable xi followed by evaluating ν(k)i using the close-form in (33). The
proposed DC-ADMM is summarized in Algorithm 3.
Interestingly, while DC-ADMM handles the equivalent dual problem in (5), it directly yields primal
optimal solution of (P2), as we state in the following theorem.
Theorem 2 Suppose that Assumptions 1 and 2(b) hold. Then (ν(k)1 , . . . ,ν(k)N ) converges to a common
point ν⋆, which is optimal to the dual problem (5). Moreover, any limit point of (x(k)1 , . . . ,x(k)N ) is primal
optimal to (P2).
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Algorithm 3 Proposed DC-ADMM for solving (P2)
1: Given initial variables x(0)i ∈ RK , ν(0)i ∈ RM and p(0)i = 0 for each agent i, i ∈ V . Set k = 1.
2: repeat
3: For all i ∈ V (in parallel),
p
(k)
i = p
(k−1)
i + c
∑
j∈Ni
(ν
(k−1)
i − ν(k−1)j ),
x
(k)
i = arg min
xi
{
φi(xi) +
c
4|Ni|
∥∥ 1
c
(Eixi − 1N q)
− 1
c
p
(k)
i +
∑
j∈Ni
(ν
(k−1)
i + ν
(k−1)
j )
∥∥2
2
}
, (35)
ν
(k)
i =
1
2|Ni|
(∑
j∈Ni
(ν
(k−1)
i + ν
(k−1)
j )− 1cp(k)i
+ 1
c
(Eix
(k)
i − 1N q)
)
. (36)
4: Set k = k + 1.
5: until a predefined stopping criterion is satisfied.
Proof: Since DC-ADMM is a direct application of C-ADMM to the dual problem (5), it follows from
[19] that as k →∞,
ν
(k)
i → ν⋆, ν(k)i − ν(k)j → 0 ∀j ∈ Ni, i ∈ V. (37)
What remains is to show that any limit point of (x(k)1 , . . . ,x
(k)
N ) is asymptotically optimal to (P2), i.e.,
as k →∞,
∂φi(x
(k)
i ) +E
T
i ν
⋆ → 0 ∀i ∈ V, (38)
∑N
i=1Eix
(k)
i − q → 0. (39)
To show (38), consider the optimality condition of (34), i.e.,
0 = ∂φi(x
(k)
i ) +
1
2|Ni|E
T
i
(
1
c
(Eix
(k)
i −
1
N
q)
− 1cp
(k)
i +
∑
j∈Ni
(ν
(k−1)
i + ν
(k−1)
j )
)
= ∂φi(x
(k)
i ) +E
T
i ν
(k)
i , (40)
where the second equality is obtained by (33). Since (40) holds for all k and ν(k)i → ν⋆ by (37), (38) is
true when k →∞.
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To show (39), rewrite (33) as follows
0 = −(Eix(k)i −
1
N
q) + 2c
∑
j∈Ni
(
ν
(k)
i −
ν
(k)
i +ν
(k)
j
2
)
+ p
(k)
i +c
∑
j∈Ni
(ν
(k)
i + ν
(k)
j − ν(k−1)i − ν(k−1)j )
= −(Eix(k)i −
1
N
q) + p
(k+1)
i
+ c
∑
j∈Ni
(ν
(k)
i + ν
(k)
j − ν(k−1)i − ν(k−1)j ), (41)
where the last equality is obtained by (28) and (29). Upon summing (41) for i = 1, . . . , N , and by the
fact that
N∑
i=1
p
(k)
i =
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
(u
(k)
ij + v
(k)
ji ) = 0
(by applying (A.13) and (A.14) in Appendix A), we can obtain
N∑
i=1
Eix
(k)
i − q = c
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
(ν
(k)
i + ν
(k)
j − ν(k−1)i − ν(k−1)j ). (42)
Note that ν(k)i − ν(k−1)i → 0 ∀i ∈ V as inferred from ν(k)i → ν⋆ ∀i ∈ V in (37). By applying this fact
to (42), we obtain that (39) is true as k →∞. 
Interestingly, from (42), one observes that the primal feasibility of (x(k)1 , . . . ,x(k)N ) to (P2) depends
on the agents’ consensus on the dual variable ν.
We remark that Algorithm 3 is different from the D-ADMM algorithm in [12, Algorithm 3]. Firstly,
Algorithm 3 can be implemented in a fully parallel manner; secondly, Algorithm 3 does not involve
solving a min-max subproblem at each iteration; thirdly, convergence of Algorithm 3 can be achieved
without the assumption that the graph G is bipartite.
B. Proposed Inexact DC-ADMM
In this subsection, we propose an inexact version of DC-ADMM, referred to as the IDC-ADMM. In
view of the fact that solving the subproblem in (35) can be expensive, we consider an inexact update of
x
(k)
i . Specifically, since a non-trivial Ei can also complicate the solution5, we propose to approximate
both fi(Aixi) and the quadratic term c4|Ni|‖1c (Eixi− 1N q)− 1cp
(k)
i +
∑
j∈Ni
(ν
(k−1)
i +ν
(k−1)
j )‖22 in (35)
5When Ei has orthogonal columns (e.g., ETi Ei = αIK for some α ∈ R), then it may not be necessary to approximate the
quadratic term.
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by a proximal first-order approximation around x(k−1)i ; this leads to the following update
x
(k)
i =argminxi
{[
ATi ∇fi(Aix(k−1)i )+ 12|Ni|ETi
(
1
c (Eix
(k−1)
i
− 1N q)− 1cp
(k)
i +
∑
j∈Ni
(ν
(k−1)
i + ν
(k−1)
j )
)]T
(xi − x(k−1)i )
+
βi
2
‖xi − x(k−1)i ‖22 + gi(xi)
}
, (43)
where, with a slight abuse of notation, βi > 0 is a penalty parameter. By (19), equation (43) can be
further written as the following PG update
x
(k)
i =argminxi
{
βi
2
∥∥∥∥xi −
[
x
(k−1)
i − 1βiATi ∇fi(Aix
(k−1)
i )
− 12βi|Ni|ETi
(
1
c (Eix
(k−1)
i − 1N q)− 1cp
(k)
i
+
∑
j∈Ni
(ν
(k−1)
i + ν
(k−1)
j )
)]∥∥∥∥
2
2
+ gi(xi)
}
= proxβigi
[
x
(k−1)
i − 1βiATi ∇fi(Aix
(k−1)
i )
− 12βi|Ni|ETi
(
1
c (Eix
(k−1)
i − 1N q)− 1cp
(k)
i
+
∑
j∈Ni
(ν
(k−1)
i + ν
(k−1)
j )
)]
. (44)
We summarize the proposed IDC-ADMM in Algorithm 4.
The convergence property of IDC-ADMM is stated below.
Theorem 3 Suppose that Assumptions 1, 2(b) and 3 hold and
βi > λmax
(
L2f,i
σ2f,i
ATi Ai +
1
2|Ni|c
E
T
i Ei
)
∀i ∈ V. (47)
Let x⋆ = [(x⋆1)T , . . . , (x⋆N )
T ]T denote an optimal solution to (P2), and let ν⋆ , ν⋆1 = · · · = ν⋆N and
{u⋆ij ,v⋆ij} denote a pair of optimal primal and dual solutions to problem (26) (i.e., (5)).
(a) The sequence x(k) = [(x(k)1 )T , . . . , (x(k)N )T ]T generated from Algorithm 4 converges to x⋆ of (P2)
while ν(k)1 , . . . ,ν
(k)
N converge to a common point ν
⋆ of problem (5).
(b) If φi(x) = fi(Aix), where Ai has full column rank, and Ei has full row rank, for all i ∈ V , then
for some 0 < α < 1 and ρ > 0, we have
‖x(k) − x⋆‖2αM+ 1
2
P
+
1
c
‖u(k+1) − u⋆‖22
+
c
2
‖ν(k) − 1N ⊗ ν⋆‖2(D+W )⊗IM → 0 linearly, (48)
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Algorithm 4 Proposed IDC-ADMM for solving (P2)
1: Given initial variables x(0)i ∈ RK and p(0)i = 0 for each agent i, i ∈ V . Set k = 1.
2: repeat
3: For all i ∈ V (in parallel),
p
(k)
i = p
(k−1)
i + c
∑
j∈Ni
(ν
(k−1)
i − ν(k−1)j ),
x
(k)
i = prox
βi
gi
[
x
(k−1)
i − 1βiATi ∇fi(Aix
(k−1)
i )
− 12βi|Ni|ETi
(
1
c
(Eix
(k−1)
i − 1N q)− 1cp(k)i
+
∑
j∈Ni
(ν
(k−1)
i + ν
(k−1)
j )
)]
, (45)
ν
(k)
i =
1
2|Ni|
(∑
j∈Ni
(ν
(k−1)
i + ν
(k−1)
j )− 1cp(k)i
+ 1
c
(Eix
(k)
i − 1N q)
)
. (46)
4: Set k = k + 1.
5: until a predefined stopping criterion (e.g., a maximum iteration number) is satisfied.
where u(k) and u⋆ are defined similarly as in Theorem 1, M is defined in (25), and P , Dβ −
1
2cblkdiag{ 1|N1|ET1E1, . . . , 1|NN |ETNEN} ≻ 0.
The proof is presented in Appendix B. Note that, in addition to the smooth and strongly convex objective
function, IDC-ADMM also requires matrices Ei’s to have full row rank in order to have a linear
convergence rate.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we examine the numerical performance of Algorithm 1 to 4 presented so far.
A. Performance of C-ADMM and IC-ADMM
To test C-ADMM (Algorithm 1) and IC-ADMM (Algorithm 2), we considered the distributed RPD LR
problem in (7) with Ψi(y;Ai, bi) in (8) and gi(y) = λN ‖y‖1+η(y), where λ > 0 is a penalty parameter,
and η(y) is an indicator function specifying that the regression variables lie in a set X = {y ∈ RK | |xi| ≤
a ∀ i} for some a > 0 (see Eqn. (3)). We considered a simple two image classification task. Specifically,
we used the images D24 and D68 from the Brodatz data set (http://www.ux.uis.no/∼tranden/brodatz.html)
to generate the regression data matrix A. We randomly extracted (NM)/2 overlapping patches with
dimension
√
K × √K from the two images, respectively, followed by vectorizing the M patches into
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vectors and stacking all of them into an M ×K matrix. The rows of the matrix were randomly shuffled
and the resultant matrix was used as the data matrix A. For the RPD LR problem (7), we horizontally
partitioned the matrix A into N submatrices A1, . . . ,AN , each with dimension M ×K. These matrices
were used as the training data. Note that each Ai contains patches from both images. The binary labels
bi’s then were generated accordingly with 1 for one image and −1 for the other. The connected graph
G was randomly generated following the same method as in [39].
To implement C-ADMM (Algorithm 1), we employed the fast iterative shrinkage thresholding algorithm
(FISTA) [40], [41] to solve subproblem (15) for each agent i. For (15), the associated FISTA steps can
be shown as
y˜
(ℓ)
i = max
{
−a,min
{
a,S
[
z
(ℓ−1)
i − ρ(ℓ)i
[
ATi ∇fi(Aiz(ℓ−1)i )
+p
(k)
i +2c
∑
j∈Ni
(z
(ℓ−1)
i −
y
(k−1)
i + y
(k−1)
j
2
)
]
,
λρ
(ℓ)
i
N
]}}
, (49a)
z
(ℓ)
i = y˜
(ℓ)
i +
ℓ− 1
ℓ+ 2
(y˜
(ℓ)
i − y˜(ℓ−1)i ), (49b)
where ℓ denotes the inner iteration index of FISTA, ρ(ℓ)i > 0 is a step size and S is defined in (21). The
stopping criterion of (49) was based on the PG residue (pgr) pgr = ‖z(ℓ−1)i − y˜(ℓ)i ‖/(ρ(ℓ)i
√
K) [40], [41].
For obtaining a high-accuracy solution of (15), one may set the stopping criterion as, e.g., pgr < 10−5.
Suppose that FISTA stops at iteration ℓi(k). We then set y(k)i = y˜
(ℓi(k))
i as a solution to subproblem (15).
For IC-ADMM (Algorithm 2), the corresponding step in (20) is given by
y
(k)
i =max
{
− a,min
{
a,
1
γi
S
[
βy
(k−1)
i −ATi ∇fi(Aiy(k−1)i )
− p(k)i + c
∑
j∈Ni
(y
(k−1)
i + y
(k−1)
j ),
λ
N
]}}
. (50)
From (??) and (49), the complexity of agent i at iteration k of C-ADMM is given by the order of
K + ℓi(k)(2MK + 2K) if one counts only the multiplication operations; while from (??) and (50), the
per-iteration complexity of each agent in IC-ADMM is given by the order of K + (2MK + 2K). One
can see that, for each agent i, the computational complexity of C-ADMM per iteration k (we refer this
as the “ADMM iteration (ADMM Ite.)”) is roughly ℓi(k) times that of IC-ADMM.
The stopping criterion of Algorithms 1 and 2 was based on measuring the solution accuracy acc =
(obj(yˆ(k))− obj⋆)/obj⋆ and variable consensus error cserr = ∑Ni=1 ‖yˆ(k) − y(k)i ‖22/N , where yˆ(k) =
(
∑N
i=1 y
(k)
i )/N , obj(yˆ
(k)) denotes the objective value of (7) given y = yˆ(k), and obj⋆ is the optimal
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value of (7) which was obtained by FISTA [40], [41] with a high solution accuracy of pgr < 10−6. The
two algorithms were set to stop whenever acc and cserr are both smaller than preset target values.
In Table I(a), we considered a simulation example of N = 10, K = 10, 000, M = 10, λ = 0.1 and
a = 1, and display the comparison results. We not only present the required ADMM iterations but also
the computation time per agent6 (in second) of the two methods. The convergence curves of C-ADMM
and IC-ADMM with respect to the ADMM iteration are also shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). The stopping
conditions are acc < 10−4 and cserr < 10−5. For C-ADMM, we considered two cases, one with the
stopping condition of FISTA for solving subproblem (15) set to pgr < 10−5 and the other with that set to
pgr < 10−4. The penalty parameter c for C-ADMM was set to c = 0.03 and the step size ρ(ℓ)i of FISTA
(see (49)) was set to a constant ρ(ℓ)i = 0.1. The penalty parameters c and β of IC-ADMM were set to
c = 0.01 and β = 1.2. We observe from Table I(a) that IC-ADMM in general requires more ADMM
iterations than C-ADMM; however, the computation time is significantly smaller, as also illustrated in
Figure 1(c). Specifically, the computation time of IC-ADMM is around 44.56/2.14 ≈ 20.8 times smaller
than that of C-ADMM (pgr < 10−5). We also observe that C-ADMM (pgr < 10−4) consumes a smaller
computation time for achieving acc < 10−4. However, the associated cserr = 3.425 × 10−4 does not
achieve the target value 10−5. In fact, C-ADMM (pgr < 10−4) cannot reduce cserr properly. As one
can see from Fig. 1(b), the cserr curve of C-ADMM (pgr < 10−4) keeps relatively high and does not
decrease along the iterations. In Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b), we also plot the convergence curves of the
consensus subgradient method in [5], where the diminishing step size 10/k was used. As one can see,
the consensus subgradient method converges much slower than IC-ADMM.
In Table I(b), we considered another example with the network size increased to N = 50. We set
c = 0.004 for C-ADMM and ρ(ℓ)i = 0.1 for FISTA; while for IC-ADMM, we set c = 0.008 and β = 1.2.
The computation times of C-ADMM and IC-ADMM under this setting are also shown in Fig. 1(c). We
can observe similar comparison results from Table I(b) and Fig. 1(c). Specifically, the computation time
of IC-ADMM is around 8.75 times smaller than C-ADMM (pgr < 10−5). When considering a lower
accuracy of pgr < 10−4, it is found that C-ADMM cannot properly converge.
To corroborating the linear convergence behavior of C-ADMM and IC-ADMM as claimed in Theorem
1(b)), we consider a problem instance of (7) with λ = 0, N = 10, K = 25, M = 1, 000 and a = 10.
We set c = 0.2 for C-ADMM and ρ(ℓ)i = 0.01 and pgr < 10−5 for FISTA; while for IC-ADMM, we set
6The simulation was performed on a desktop computer with 8-core Intel 1.3GHz CPU and 8 GB RAM. All the algorithms
were implemented by MATLAB codes.
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TABLE I: Comparison of C-ADMM and IC-ADMM
(a) N = 10, K = 10, 000, M = 10, λ = 0.1, a = 1.
C-ADMM C-ADMM IC-ADMM
(pgr < 10−5) (pgr < 10−4)
ADMM Ite. 810 675 2973
Compt. Time (sec) 44.56 17.86 2.14
acc< 10−4 9.982× 10−5 9.91× 10−5 9.99 × 10−5
cserr< 10−5 1.53× 10−6 3.425× 10−4 3.859× 10−9
(b) N = 50, K = 10, 000, M = 10, λ = 0.15, a = 1.
C-ADMM C-ADMM IC-ADMM
(pgr < 10−5) (pgr < 10−4)
ADMM Ite. 952 N/A 7,251
Compt. Time (sec) 81.72 N/A 9.33
acc< 10−4 9.99 × 10−5 N/A 9.999× 10−5
cserr< 10−5 1.305× 10−7 N/A 1.169× 10−10
c = 1.2 and β = 10. The convergence curves are shown in Figure 2. One can see from this figure that
both algorithms converge linearly under this setting.
B. Performance of DC-ADMM and IDC-ADMM
We examine the performance of DC-ADMM (Algorithm 3) and IDC-ADMM (Algorithm 4) by con-
sidering the distributed CPD LR problem in (9), with Ψi(xi;Ei, b) in (10) and gi(xi) = λ‖xi‖1. Each
variable xi is subject to the constraint set Xi = {xi ∈ RK/N | |[xi]j | ≤ a ∀j} for some a > 0. DC-
ADMM and IDC-ADMM were applied to handle the associated problem (11). The regression data matrix
E = [E1, . . . ,EN ] was generated following the same way as generating A in Section V-A. To implement
DC-ADMM, we employed FISTA [40], [41] to solve subproblem (35) and the solution accuracy was
measured by the PG residue of FISTA.
In Table II(a), we show the comparison results for an example of N = 50, K = 200, M = 100,
λ = 0.05 and a = 10. The convergence curves are also shown in Figs. 3(a) to 3(c). It was set c = 0.05
for DC-ADMM and the step size of FISTA ρ(ℓ)i was determined based on a line search rule [41]. We see
from Table II(a) that, for achieving acc < 10−4, DC-ADMM (pgr < 10−5) took 329 ADMM iterations
whereas IDC-ADMM took 10,814 iterations. However, the computation time of DC-ADMM (pgr < 10−5)
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Fig. 1: Convergence curves of C-ADMM and IC-ADMM.
is around 42.78/1.92 ≈ 22.28 times higher than IDC-ADMM. When one reduce the solution accuracy
of FISTA for solving subproblem (35) to pgr < 10−4, DC-ADMM cannot reach the high accuracy of
acc < 10−4, as observed in Fig. 3(a). From Fig. 3(b), one can see that DC-ADMM converges much
faster than IDC-ADMM with respect to the ADMM iterations. However, as shown from Fig. 3(c), the
comparison result is reversed when one counts the computation times.
In Table II(b), we considered another example with K increased to 800. We set c = 0.05 for DC-
ADMM, and set c = 0.08 and β = 5 for IDC-ADMM. From Table II(b) and Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), one
can observe similar results.
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TABLE II: Comparison of DC-ADMM and IDC-ADMM
(a) N = 50, K = 200, M = 100, λ = 0.05, a = 10.
DC-ADMM DC-ADMM IDC-ADMM
(pgr < 10−5) (pgr < 10−4)
ADMM Ite. 329 N/A 10814
Compt. Time (sec) 42.78 N/A 1.92
acc< 10−4 9.928× 10−5 N/A 9.997× 10−5
(b) N = 50, K = 800, M = 100, λ = 0.01, a = 20.
DC-ADMM DC-ADMM IDC-ADMM
(pgr < 10−5) (pgr < 10−4)
ADMM Ite. 475 N/A 38728
Compt. Time (sec) 427.73 N/A 18.07
acc< 10−4 9.777× 10−5 N/A 9.999× 10−5
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented ADMM based distributed optimization methods for solving problems
(P1) and (P2) in multi-agent networks. In particular, aiming at reducing the computational complexity
of C-ADMM for solving large-scale instances of (P1) with complicated objective functions, we have
proposed the IC-ADMM method (Algorithm 2) where agents perform one PG update only at each
iteration. For (P2), we have proposed the DC-ADMM method (Algorithm 3) and its complexity reduced
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Fig. 3: Convergence curves of DC-ADMM and IDC-ADMM.
counterpart IDC-ADMM (Algorithm 4). Preliminary numerical results based on the distributed LR prob-
lems (7) and (11) have shown that the proposed methods converge faster than the consensus subgradient
method. Moreover, both IC-ADMM and IDC-ADMM require more ADMM iterations than C-ADMM
and DC-ADMM, but the traded computational complexity reduction is significant.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Proof of Theorem 1(a): Let y˜⋆ , [(y⋆1)T , . . . , (y⋆N )T ]T and {u⋆ij ,v⋆ij , j ∈ Ni}Ni=1 be a pair of optimal
primal and dual solutions to problem (13). Then they satisfy the following Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT)
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conditions: ∀i ∈ V ,
ATi ∇fi(Aiy⋆i ) + ∂gi(y⋆i ) +
∑
j∈Ni
(u⋆ij + v
⋆
ji) = 0, (A.1)
y⋆i = y
⋆
j ∀j ∈ Ni, (A.2)
u⋆ij + v
⋆
ij = 0, ∀j ∈ Ni, (A.3)
where ∂gi(y⋆i ) denotes the subgradient of gi at y⋆i . Under Assumption 1, (A.2) implies that y⋆ , y⋆1 =
· · · = y⋆N and y˜⋆ = 1N ⊗ y⋆, i.e., consensus among agents is reached, and thus y⋆ is optimal to the
original problem (P1).
By recalling that p(k)i =
∑
j∈Ni
(u
(k)
ij + v
(k)
ji ) ∀i ∈ V , and by the optimality condition of (18) [15],
we have that
0 = ATi ∇fi(Aiy(k−1)i ) + βi(y(k)i − y(k−1)i ) + ∂gi(y(k)i )
+
∑
j∈Ni
(u
(k)
ij + v
(k)
ji )
+ 2c
∑
j∈Ni
(
y
(k)
i −
y
(k−1)
i +y
(k−1)
j
2
)
. (A.4)
By combining (A.4) with (A.1), one obtains
ATi ∇fi(Aiy(k−1)i )−ATi ∇fi(Aiy⋆) + βi(y(k)i − y(k−1)i )
+ ∂gi(y
(k)
i )− ∂gi(y⋆) +
∑
j∈Ni
(u
(k)
ij + v
(k)
ji − u⋆ij − v⋆ji)
+ 2c
∑
j∈Ni
(
y
(k)
i −
y
(k−1)
i +y
(k−1)
j
2
)
= 0. (A.5)
Adding and subtracting ATi ∇fi(Aiy(k)i ) in the left hand side (LHS) of (A.5) followed by multiplying
(y
(k)
i − y⋆) on both sides yields
(∇fi(Aiy(k−1)i )−∇fi(Aiy(k)i ))TAi(y(k)i − y⋆) + βi(y(k)i − y(k−1)i )T (y(k)i − y⋆)
+ (∇fi(Aiy(k)i )−∇fi(Aiy⋆))TAi(y(k)i − y⋆)
+ (∂gi(y
(k)
i )− ∂gi(y⋆))T (y(k)i − y⋆) +
∑
j∈Ni
(u
(k)
ij − u⋆ij + v(k)ji − v⋆ji)T (y(k)i − y⋆)
+ 2c
∑
j∈Ni
(
y
(k)
i −
y
(k−1)
i +y
(k−1)
j
2
)T
(y
(k)
i − y⋆) = 0. (A.6)
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Note that the first term on the LHS of (A.6) can be lower bounded as
(∇fi(Aiy(k−1)i )−∇fi(Aiy(k)i ))TAi(y(k)i − y⋆)
≥ −12ρi ‖∇fi(Aiy
(k−1)
i )−∇fi(Aiy(k)i )‖22
− ρi2 ‖y
(k)
i − y⋆‖2ATi Ai
≥ −L2f,i2ρi ‖y
(k−1)
i − y(k)i ‖2ATi Ai−
ρi
2 ‖y
(k)
i − y⋆‖2ATi Ai (A.7)
for any ρi > 0, where the second inequality is due to (12) in Assumption 3. By the strong convexity of
fi and convexity of gi, the third and fourth terms of (A.6) can respectively be lower bounded as
(∇fi(Aiy(k)i )−∇fi(Aiy⋆))TAi(y(k)i − y⋆)
≥ σ2f,i‖y(k)i − y⋆‖2ATi Ai , (A.8)
(∂gi(y
(k)
i )− ∂gi(y⋆))T (y(k)i − y⋆) ≥ 0. (A.9)
Moreover, it follows from (14a) and (14b) that the fifth term of (A.6) can be expressed as
∑
j∈Ni
(u
(k)
ij − u⋆ij + v(k)ji − v⋆ji)T (y(k)i − y⋆)
=
∑
j∈Ni
(u
(k+1)
ij − u⋆ij + v(k+1)ji − v⋆ji)T (y(k)i − y⋆)
− 2c∑j∈Ni (y(k)i − y
(k)
i +y
(k)
j
2
)T
(y
(k)
i − y⋆). (A.10)
By substituting (A.7) to (A.10) into (A.6) and summing over i = 1, . . . , N , we obtain
‖y(k) − y˜⋆‖2M −
1
2
‖y(k−1) − y(k)‖2
A˜TDLfD
−1
ρ A˜
+(y(k) − y(k−1))TDβ(y(k) − y˜⋆)
+
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
(u
(k+1)
ij − u⋆ij)T (y(k)i − y⋆)
+
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
(v
(k+1)
ji − v⋆ji)T (y(k)i − y⋆)
+ 2c
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
(
y
(k)
i + y
(k)
j
2
− y
(k−1)
i + y
(k−1)
j
2
)T
(y
(k)
i − y⋆)
≤ 0, (A.11)
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where y(k) = [(y(k)1 )T , . . . , (y
(k)
N )
T ]T , A˜ = blkdiag{A1, . . . ,AN}, DLf = diag{L2f,1, . . . , L2f,N} ⊗ IK ,
Dβ = diag{β1, . . . , βN} ⊗ IK , Dρ = diag{ρ1, . . . , ρN} ⊗ IK , and as defined in (25),
M = A˜T (Dσf −
1
2
Dρ)A˜.
It can be observed from (A.3) and also (14a) and (14b) that
u⋆ij + v
⋆
ij = 0 ∀j, i, (A.12)
u
(k)
ij + v
(k)
ij = 0 ∀j, i, k, (A.13)
given the initial u(0)ij + v
(0)
ij = 0 ∀j, i, k which is equivalent to setting p(k)i = 0 ∀i ∈ V (See Step 1 of
Algorithm 2). Besides, due to the symmetric property of W , for any {αij}, we have
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
αij =
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
[W ]i,jαij
=
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
[W ]i,jαji =
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
αji. (A.14)
By the above two properties, the fourth and fifth terms in the LHS of (A.11) can be written as
∑N
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
(u
(k+1)
ij − u⋆ij)T (y(k)i − y⋆)
+
∑N
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
(v
(k+1)
ji − v⋆ji)T (y(k)i − y⋆)
=
∑N
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
(u
(k+1)
ij − u⋆ij)T (y(k)i − y⋆)
+
∑N
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
(v
(k+1)
ij − v⋆ij)T (y(k)j − y⋆)
=
∑N
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
(u
(k+1)
ij − u⋆ij)T (y(k)i − y(k)j )
= 2c
∑N
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
(u
(k+1)
ij − u⋆ij)T (u(k+1)ij − u(k)ij )
, 2c (u
(k+1) − u⋆)T (u(k+1) − u(k)), (A.15)
where the first equality is owing to (A.14), the second equality is by (A.12) and (A.13), and the third
equality is due to (14a). In (A.15), u(k) (u⋆) is a vector that stacks u(k)ij (u⋆ij) for all j ∈ Ni, i = 1, . . . , N .
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The sixth term in the LHS of (A.11) can be rearranged as follows
c
∑N
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
(y
(k)
i − y(k−1)i )T (y(k)i − y⋆)
+ c
∑N
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
(y
(k)
j − y(k−1)j )T (y(k)i − y⋆)
= c
∑N
i=1 |Ni|(y(k)i − y(k−1)i )T (y(k)i − y⋆)
+ c
∑N
i=1
∑N
j=1[W ]i,j(y
(k)
j − y(k−1)j )T (y(k)i − y⋆)
= c(y(k) − y(k−1))T (D ⊗ IK)(y(k) − y˜⋆)
+c(y(k) − y(k−1))T (W ⊗ IK)(y(k) − y˜⋆)
= c(y(k) − y(k−1))T [(D +W )⊗ IK ](y(k) − y˜⋆). (A.16)
Note that, by the graph theory [32], the normalized Laplacian matrix, i.e., D− 12LD− 12 , have λmax(D−
1
2LD−
1
2 ) ≤
2. Thus, in (A.16),
D +W = 2D −L =D 12 (2IN −D−
1
2LD−
1
2 )D
1
2  0.
By substituting (A.15) and (A.16) into (A.11), we obtain
‖y(k) − y˜⋆‖2M −
1
2
‖y(k−1) − y(k)‖2
A˜TDLfD
−1
ρ A˜
+(y(k) − y(k−1))TG(y(k) − y˜⋆)
+
2
c
(u(k+1) − u⋆)T (u(k+1) − u(k)) ≤ 0, (A.17)
where as defined in (24),
G ,Dβ + c((D +W )⊗ IK) ≻ 0.
Note that
(a(k) − a(k−1))TQ(a(k) − a⋆) = 1
2
‖a(k) − a⋆‖2Q
+
1
2
‖a(k) − a(k−1)‖2Q −
1
2
‖a(k−1) − a⋆‖2Q (A.18)
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for any sequence a(k) and matrix Q  0. By applying (A.18) to each of the terms in (A.17), one obtains
that
(y(k) − y˜⋆)T
[
M+
1
2
G
]
(y(k) − y˜⋆) + 1
c
‖u(k+1) − u⋆‖22
≤ 1
2
(y(k−1) − y˜⋆)TG(y(k−1) − y˜⋆)
+
1
c
‖u(k) − u⋆‖22 −
1
c
‖u(k+1) − u(k)‖22
− (y(k) − y(k−1))T
[
1
2
G− 1
2
A˜TDLfD
−1
ρ A˜
]
(y(k)− y(k−1)). (A.19)
Now, consider the condition on βi in (23). It can be easily checked that (23) implies that
σ2f,i −
ρi
2
> 0, (A.20a)
βiIK + cλmin(D +W )IK −
L2f,i
ρi
ATi Ai ≻ 0, (A.20b)
for some σ2f,i ≤ ρi < 2σ2f,i ∀i ∈ V , and therefore
M  0, G− A˜TDLfD−1ρ A˜ ≻ 0. (A.21)
With (A.21), (A.19) implies the following two results (R1) as k →∞, the sequence 12‖y(k) − y˜⋆‖2G +
1
c‖u(k+1) − u⋆‖22 converges for any pair of optimal y˜⋆ and u⋆ to problem (13); and (R2)
y(k) − y(k−1) → 0, u(k+1) − u(k) → 0. (A.22)
The result (R1) implies that the sequences of {y(k)i } and {u(k)ij } (so is {v(k)ij }) are bounded. Let
˜ˆy = [(yˆ1)
T , . . . , (yˆN )
T ]T , uˆij and vˆij be a set of limit points of {y(k)}, {u(k)ij } and {v(k)ij }, respectively.
Firstly, by the result of u(k+1) − u(k) → 0 and (14a), we have
y
(k)
i − y(k)j → 0 =⇒ yˆ , yˆi = yˆj , ∀j, i. (A.23)
Secondly, by (A.13), we have
uˆij + vˆij = 0 ∀j, i. (A.24)
Thirdly, by applying the result of y(k) − y(k−1) → 0 and (A.23) to (A.4), we have
0 = ATi ∇fi(Aiyˆi) + ∂gi(yˆi) +
∑
j∈Ni
(uˆij + vˆji) (A.25)
for all i ∈ V . So, ˜ˆy and {uˆij , vˆij} are in fact a pair of optimal primal and dual solutions to problem (13)
[see (A.1), (A.2) and (A.3)]. Therefore, according to (R1), the sequence 12‖y(k)− ˜ˆy‖2G+ 1c‖u(k+1)− uˆ‖22
converges. Furthermore, since 12‖y(k)− ˜ˆy‖2G+ 1c‖u(k+1)−uˆ‖22 has a limit value equal to zero, we conclude
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that 12‖y(k) − ˜ˆy‖2G + 1c‖u(k+1) − uˆ‖22 in fact converges to zero. This says that y
(k)
i → yˆ ∀ i ∈ V and
u(k+1) → uˆ. The proof is thus complete. 
Proof of Theorem 1(b): Let 0 < α < 1 be some positive number and rewrite (A.19) as(
‖y(k) − y˜⋆‖21
2G+αM
+
1
c
‖u(k+1) − u⋆‖22
)
+ ‖y(k) − y˜⋆‖2(1−α)M
+ ‖y(k−1) − y˜⋆‖2αM +
1
c
‖u(k+1) − u(k)‖22
+ (y(k) − y(k−1))T
[
1
2
G− 1
2
A˜TDLfD
−1
ρ A˜
]
(y(k) − y(k−1))
≤
(
‖y(k−1) − y˜⋆‖21
2G+αM
+
1
c
‖u(k) − u⋆‖22
)
. (A.26)
Then, in order to prove linear convergence rate, i.e., for some δ > 0,
(‖y(k) − y˜⋆‖21
2
G+αM +
1
c
‖u(k+1) − u⋆‖22
)
≤ 1
1 + δ
(‖y(k−1) − y˜⋆‖21
2
G+αM +
1
c
‖u(k) − u⋆‖22
)
,
it is sufficient to show that
‖y(k) − y˜⋆‖2(1−α)M + ‖y(k−1) − y˜⋆‖2αM +
1
c
‖u(k+1) − u(k)‖22
+ (y(k) − y(k−1))T
[
1
2
G− 1
2
A˜TDLfD
−1
ρ A˜
]
(y(k) − y(k−1))
≥ δ
(
‖y(k) − y˜⋆‖21
2G+αM
+
1
c
‖u(k+1) − u⋆‖22
)
. (A.27)
Recall from (A.5) and (A.10) that
ATi ∇fi(Aiy(k−1)i )−ATi ∇fi(Aiy⋆) + βi(y(k)i − y(k−1)i )
+
∑
j∈Ni
(u
(k+1)
ij − u⋆ij) +
∑
j∈Ni
(v
(k+1)
ji − v⋆ji)
+ 2c
∑
j∈Ni
(
y
(k)
i +y
(k)
j
2 −
y
(k−1)
i +y
(k−1)
j
2
)
= 0. (A.28)
By applying (A.12) and (A.13), (A.28) can be expressed as
ATi ∇fi(Aiy(k−1)i )−ATi ∇fi(Aiy⋆) + βi(y(k)i − y(k−1)i )
+
∑
j∈Ni
(u
(k+1)
ij − u(k+1)ji − u⋆ij + u⋆ji)
+ c
∑
j∈Ni
(
y
(k)
i − y(k−1)i + y(k)j − y(k−1)j
)
= 0. (A.29)
After stacking (A.29) for i = 1, . . . , N , one obtains
A˜T (∇f(A˜y(k−1))−∇f(A˜y˜⋆)) +G(y(k) − y(k−1))
+Υ(u(k+1) − u⋆) = 0. (A.30)
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where ∇f(A˜y(k)),[(∇f1(A1y(k)1 ))T, . . . ,(∇f1(ANy(k)N ))T ]T and Υ ∈ RKN×2|E|K is a linear mapping
matrix satisfying 

∑
j∈N1
(u
(k+1)
1j − u(k+1)j1 )
.
.
.∑
j∈NN
(u
(k+1)
Nj − u(k+1)jN )

 = Υu(k+1). (A.31)
According to [26]7, both u(k+1) and u⋆ lie in the range space of ΥT . Hence, one can show that
‖Υ(u(k+1) − u⋆)‖2 ≥ σ2min(Υ)‖u(k+1) − u⋆‖22 (A.32)
where σmin(Υ) > 0 is the minimum nonzero singular value of Υ. From (A.30), we have that
‖G(y(k) − y(k−1))‖22
= ‖ − A˜T (∇f(A˜y(k−1))−∇f(A˜y˜⋆))−Υ(u(k+1) − u⋆)‖22
≥ (1− µ)‖A˜T (∇f(A˜y(k))−∇f(A˜y˜⋆))‖22
+ (1− 1
µ
)‖Υ(u(k+1) − u⋆)‖22
≥ (1− µ)λmax(A˜T A˜)‖(∇f(A˜y(k))−∇f(A˜y˜⋆))‖22
+ (1− 1
µ
)σ2min(Υ)‖u(k+1) − u⋆‖22
≥ (1− µ)λmax(A˜T A˜)‖(y(k−1) − y⋆)‖2A˜TDLf A˜
+ (1− 1
µ
)σ2min(Υ)‖u(k+1) − u⋆‖22, (A.33)
where the first inequality is due to the fact that
‖a+ q‖22 ≥ (1− µ)‖a‖22 + (1−
1
µ
)‖q‖22 (A.34)
for any a, q and µ > 0, the second inequality is obtained by setting µ > 1 and (A.32), and the last
inequality is by (12). Equation (A.33) implies that
δ
c
‖u(k+1) − u⋆‖22 ≤
δ
c(1 − 1µ)σ2min(Υ)
‖y(k) − y(k−1)‖2GTG
+
δ(µ − 1)λmax(A˜T A˜)
c(1− 1µ)σ2min(Υ)
‖(y(k−1) − y˜⋆)‖2
A˜TDLf A˜
. (A.35)
7Note that the matrix Υ corresponds to matrix M− in [26].
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According to (A.35), (A.27) can hold true if
‖y(k) − y˜⋆‖2(1−α)M ≥ δ‖y(k) − y˜⋆‖21
2
G+αM,
(y(k) − y(k−1))T
[
1
2
G− 1
2
A˜TDLfD
−1
ρ A˜
]
(y(k) − y(k−1))
≥ δ
c(1− 1µ)σ2min(Υ)
‖y(k) − y(k−1)‖2GTG,
‖y(k−1) − y˜⋆‖2αM
≥ δ(µ − 1)λmax(A˜
T A˜)
c(1 − 1µ)σ2min(Υ)
‖(y(k−1) − y˜⋆)‖2
A˜TDLf A˜
,
which are respectively satisfied if the following three conditions can be satisfied for some δ > 0
(1− α)M  δ
(
1
2
G+ αM
)
, (A.36a)
1
2
G− 1
2
A˜TDLfD
−1
ρ A˜ 
δ
c(1− 1
µ
)σ2min(Υ)
GTG, (A.36b)
α(Dσf −
1
2
Dρ)  δ (µ− 1)λmax(A˜
T A˜)
c(1− 1
µ
)σ2min(Υ)
DLf . (A.36c)
Note that, given βi’s in (23), we have Dσf − 12Dρ ≻ 0 and G− 1ρA˜TDLfD−1ρ A˜ ≻ 0 (see (A.20) and
(A.21)); moreover, since Ai’s are full column rank, we have M ≻ 0. Hence there must exist some δ > 0
such that the three conditions in (A.36) all hold true. 
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 3
Proof of Theorem 3(a): Let x⋆ , [(x⋆1)T , . . . , (x⋆N )T ]T and ν⋆ be a pair of optimal primal and dual
solutions to (P2), and let ν˜⋆ , [(ν⋆1 )T , . . . , (ν⋆N )T ]T and {u⋆ij ,v⋆ij, j ∈ Ni}Ni=1 be a pair of optimal primal
and dual solutions to problem (26). Then they respectively satisfy the following optimality conditions
ATi ∇fi(x⋆i ) + ∂gi(x⋆i ) +ETi ν⋆ = 0, i ∈ V, (A.37)
∑N
i=1Eix
⋆
i = q, (A.38)
∂ϕi(ν
⋆
i ) +
1
N q +
∑
j∈Ni
(u⋆ij + v
⋆
ji) = 0, i ∈ V, (A.39)
ν⋆i = ν
⋆
j ∀j ∈ Ni, i ∈ V, (A.40)
u⋆ij + v
⋆
ij = 0 ∀j ∈ Ni, i ∈ V. (A.41)
where ∂ϕi(ν⋆i ) = −Eix⋆i as x⋆i is a maximizer to (6) with ν = ν⋆i [42]. Under Assumption 1, (A.2)
implies that ν⋆ , ν⋆1 = · · · = ν⋆N and ν˜⋆ = 1N ⊗ ν⋆.
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Firstly, by recalling that p(k)i =
∑
j∈Ni
(u
(k)
ij + v
(k)
ji ), it follows from (41) and (A.39) that
0 =− (Eix(k)i − 1N q) +
∑
j∈Ni
(u
(k+1)
ij + v
(k+1)
ji )
+ c
∑
j∈Ni
(ν
(k)
i + ν
(k)
j − ν(k−1)i − ν(k−1)j ) (A.42)
=−Eix⋆i + 1N q +
∑
j∈Ni
u⋆ij +
∑
j∈Ni
v⋆ji. (A.43)
By multiplying ν(k)i − ν⋆ to the both sides of (A.43), we obtain
∑
j∈Ni
(u
(k+1)
ij + v
(k+1)
ji − u⋆ij − v⋆ji)T (ν(k)i − ν⋆)
+ c
∑
j∈Ni
(ν
(k)
i + ν
(k)
j − ν(k−1)i − ν(k−1)j )T (ν(k)i − ν⋆)
− (x(k)i − x⋆i )TETi (ν(k)i − ν⋆) = 0. (A.44)
Secondly, from the optimality of (43), we have that
0 = ATi ∇fi(Aix(k−1)i ) + ∂g(x(k)i )
+ 12|Ni|E
T
i
[
1
c (Eix
(k)
i − 1N q)− 1c
∑
j∈Ni
(u
(k)
ij + v
(k)
ji )
+
∑
j∈Ni
(ν
(k−1)
i + ν
(k−1)
j )
]
+Pi(x
(k)
i − x(k−1)i )
= ATi ∇fi(Aix(k−1)i ) + ∂g(x(k)i ) +ETi ν(k)i
+ Pi(x
(k)
i − x(k−1)i ) (A.45)
= ATi (∇fi(Aix(k−1)i )−∇fi(Aix(k)i ))+ATi ∇fi(Aix(k)i )
+ ∂g(x
(k)
i ) +E
T
i ν
(k)
i + Pi(x
(k)
i − x(k−1)i ) (A.46)
= ATi ∇fi(Aix⋆i ) + ∂g(x⋆i ) +ETi ν⋆, (A.47)
where, in the first equality, we have added and subtracted 12c|Ni|E
T
i Eix
(k)
i and defined
Pi , βiIK − 12c|Ni|ETi Ei; (A.48)
the second equality is due to (33); and the last equality is because x⋆i is a maximizer to (6) with
ν = ν⋆i . Multiplying both (A.46) and (A.47) with x(k)i − x⋆i , combining with (A.44), and summing for
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i = 1, . . . , N , yields
N∑
i=1
(∇fi(Aix(k−1)i )−∇fi(Aix(k)i ))TAi(x(k)i − x⋆i ) +
N∑
i=1
(x
(k)
i − x(k−1)i )TPi(x(k)i − x⋆i )+
N∑
i=1
(∇fi(Aix(k)i )−∇fi(Aix⋆i ))TAi(x(k)i − x⋆i ) +
N∑
i=1
(∂g(x
(k)
i )− ∂g(x⋆i ))T (x(k)i − xb⋆i )
+
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
(u
(k+1)
ij + v
(k+1)
ji − u⋆ij − v⋆ji)T (ν(k)i − ν⋆i )
+ c
N∑
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
(ν
(k)
i + ν
(k)
j − ν(k−1)i − ν(k−1)j )T (ν(k)i − ν⋆i ) = 0. (A.49)
Similar to (A.15) and by (29), the fifth term in the LHS of (A.49) can be expressed as
∑N
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
(u
(k+1)
ij + v
(k+1)
ji − u⋆ij − v⋆ji)T (ν(k)i − ν⋆i )
=
2
c
(u(k+1) − u⋆)T (u(k+1) − u(k)). (A.50)
Moreover, the sixth term in the LHS of (A.49) can be shown as
c
∑N
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
(ν
(k)
i − ν(k−1)i )T (ν(k)i − ν⋆i )
+ c
∑N
i=1
∑
j∈Ni
(ν
(k)
j − ν(k−1)j )T (ν(k)i − ν⋆i )
= c
∑N
i=1 |Ni|(ν(k)i − ν(k−1)i )T (ν(k)i − ν⋆i )
+ c
∑N
i=1
∑N
j=1[W ]i,j(ν
(k)
j − ν(k−1)j )T (ν(k)i − ν⋆i )
= c(ν(k) − ν(k−1))TQ(ν(k) − ν˜⋆), (A.51)
where Q , (D +W )⊗ IM . By applying (A.7), (A.8), (A.9), (A.50) and (A.51) to (A.49), one obtains
‖x(k) − x⋆‖2M −
1
2
‖x(k−1) − x(k)‖2
A˜TDLfD
−1
ρ A˜
+(x(k) − x(k−1))TP (x(k) − x⋆)
+c(ν(k) − ν(k−1))TQ(ν(k) − ν˜⋆)
+
2
c
(u(k+1) − u⋆)T (u(k+1) − u(k)) ≤ 0, (A.52)
where ν(k) = [(ν(k)1 )T , . . . , (ν
(k)
N )
T ]T , P = blkdiag{P1, . . . ,PN} ≻ 0, and Dσf , DLf , Dρ, A˜ and M
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are all defined below (A.11). After applying (A.17) to (A.52), we obtain
‖x(k) − x⋆‖2
M+ 1
2
P
+
1
c
‖u(k+1) − u⋆‖22 +
c
2
‖ν(k) − ν˜⋆‖2Q
≤ ‖x(k−1) − x⋆‖21
2
P
+
1
c
‖u(k) − u⋆‖22 +
c
2
‖ν(k−1) − ν˜⋆‖2Q
− 1
2
‖x(k) − x(k−1)‖2
P−A˜TDLfD
−1
ρ A˜
− 1
c
‖u(k+1) − u(k)‖22
− c
2
‖ν(k) − ν(k−1)‖2Q. (A.53)
It is easy to show that, under (47), it holds true that
σ2f,i −
ρi
2
> 0, Pi −
L2f,i
ρi
ATi Ai ≻ 0, ∀ i ∈ V, (A.54)
for some σ2f,i ≤ ρi < 2σ2f,i ∀i ∈ V , which implies that
P ≻ 0, P − A˜TDLfD−1ρ A˜ ≻ 0.
Thus, (A.53) implies that (R1) the sequence ‖x(k) − x⋆‖2
M+ 1
2
P
+ 1c‖u(k+1) − u⋆‖22 + c2‖ν(k) − ν˜⋆‖2Q
converges for any optimal x⋆ to (P2), and optimal ν˜⋆ and u⋆ to problem (26); and (R2)
x(k) − x(k−1) → 0, u(k+1) − u(k) → 0, (A.55)
‖ν(k) − ν(k−1)‖2Q → 0. (A.56)
Let xˆ = [(xˆ1)T , . . . , (xˆN )T ]T , ˜ˆν = [(νˆ1)T , . . . , (νˆN )T ]T , uˆij and vˆij be a set of limit points of {x(k)},
{ν(k)1 , . . . ,ν(k)N }, {u(k)ij } and {v(k)ij }, respectively. Firstly, by applying the fact of x(k) − x(k−1) → 0 to
(A.46), we have
ATi ∇fi(Aixˆi) + ∂g(xˆi) +ETi νˆi = 0, ∀ i ∈ V. (A.57)
Secondly, by (A.13), we have
uˆij + vˆij = 0 ∀j, i. (A.58)
Thirdly, applying the fact of u(k+1)ij − u(k)ij → 0 to (29a) yields
ν
(k)
i − ν(k)j → 0 =⇒ νˆ , νˆi = νˆj ∀j ∈ Ni, i ∈ V (A.59)
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The result of ν(k)i −ν(k)j → 0 ∀j, i and Assumption 1 implies that ν(k)−1N ⊗ν(k)i → 0 for any i ∈ V .
Since the Laplacian matrix L1N = 0 [32], one obtains
‖ν(k) − ν(k−1)‖2Q
→ (1N ⊗ (ν(k)i − ν(k−1)i ))TQ(1N ⊗ (ν(k)i − ν(k−1)i ))
= (1TN (D +W )1N )‖ν(k)i − ν(k−1)i ‖22
= (1TN (2D −L)1N )‖ν(k)i − ν(k−1)i ‖22
= (2
∑N
j=1 |Nj|)‖ν(k)i − ν(k−1)i ‖22, (A.60)
which, when combined with (A.56), further implies that
ν
(k)
i − ν(k−1)i → 0 ∀i ∈ V. (A.61)
By applying (A.61) to (A.42), one obtains
0 = −Eixˆi + 1N q +
∑
j∈Ni
uˆij +
∑
j∈Ni
vˆji (A.62)
= ∂ϕi(νˆi) +
1
N q +
∑
j∈Ni
uˆij +
∑
j∈Ni
vˆji, (A.63)
where ∂ϕi(νˆi) = −Eixˆi since (A.57) implies that xˆi is a maximizer to (6) with ν = νˆi [42]. Finally,
by summing (A.62) for i = 1, . . . , N , followed by applying (A.14) and (A.58), one obtains
∑N
i=1Eixˆi = q. (A.64)
The results in (A.57), (A.58), (A.59), (A.63) and (A.64) imply that xˆ and νˆ are in fact a pair of optimal
primal and dual solutions to (P2), and ˜ˆν and {uˆij , vˆij} are a pair of optimal primal and dual solutions
to problem (26) [see (A.37) to (A.41)]. Thus, according to (R1), the sequence ‖x(k) − xˆ‖2
M+ 1
2
P
+
1
c‖u(k+1) − uˆ‖22 + c2‖ν(k) − ˜ˆν‖2Q in fact converges to zero and thereby x(k) → xˆ, u(k+1) → uˆ and
ν
(k)
i → νˆ ∀i ∈ V. 
Proof of Theorem 3(b): We assume that φi(xi) = fi(Aixi), Ai has full column rank and Ei has full
row rank, for all i ∈ V . Denote r(k) , ‖x(k) − x⋆‖2
αM+ 1
2
P
+ 1c‖u(k+1) − u⋆‖22 + c2‖ν(k) − ν˜⋆‖2Q for
some α > 0. One can write (A.53) as follows
r(k) + ‖x(k) − x⋆‖2(1−α)M + ‖x(k−1) − x⋆‖2αM
≤ r(k−1) − 1
2
‖x(k) − x(k−1)‖2
P− 1
2
A˜TDLfD
−1
ρ A˜
− 1
c
‖u(k+1) − u(k)‖22 −
c
2
‖ν(k) − ν(k−1)‖2Q.
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Therefore, it suffices to show that, for some δ > 0,
‖x(k) − x⋆‖2(1−α)M + ‖x(k−1) − x⋆‖2αM
+
1
2
‖x(k) − x(k−1)‖2
P− 1
2
A˜TDLfD
−1
ρ A˜
+
1
c
‖u(k+1) − u(k)‖22
+
c
2
‖ν(k) − ν(k−1)‖2Q ≥ δr(k). (A.65)
Firstly, from (A.45) and (A.47), we have that (without gi’s)
ATi (∇fi(Aix(k−1)i )−∇fi(Aix⋆i )) +ETi (ν(k)i − ν⋆)
+ Pi(x
(k)
i − x(k−1)i ) = 0. (A.66)
By applying (A.34) to (A.66), we have, for some µ1 > 1,
‖Pi(x(k)i − x(k−1)i )‖2
≥(1− µ1)‖ATi (∇fi(Aix(k−1)i )−∇fi(Aix⋆i ))‖2
+(1− 1
µ1
)‖ETi (ν(k)i −ν⋆)‖22
≥ (1− µ1)Lf,iλ2max(ATi Ai)‖x(k−1)i − x⋆i )‖22
+ (1− 1
µ1
)λmin(EiE
T
i )‖ν(k)i − ν⋆‖22, (A.67)
where the second inequality is obtained by (12). Note that D +W = 2D − L  2D as L  0 [32].
Hence, we have
cδ
2
‖ν(k) − ν˜⋆‖2Q ≤ cδ‖ν(k) − ν˜⋆‖2D⊗IM
≤ cδτ1‖(x(k) − x(k−1))‖2P TP + cδτ2‖x(k−1) − x⋆)‖22, (A.68)
where the second inequality is due to (A.67), τ1 = maxi∈V
{ |Ni|
(1− 1
µ1
)λmin(EiETi )
}
> 0 and τ2 = maxi∈V
{ (µ1−1)λ2max(ATi Ai)|N
(1− 1
µ1
)λmin(EiETi
0 are finite given that Ei’s have full row rank.
Secondly, upon stacking (A.43) for all i ∈ V and applying (A.3) and (A.12), one obtains
Υ(u(k+1) − u⋆) + cQ(ν(k) − ν(k−1))
−E(x(k) − x⋆) = 0, (A.69)
where E = blkdiag{E1, . . . ,EN} and Υ is given in (A.31). Analogously, by applying (A.34) to (A.69)
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and by (A.32), one can show that, for some µ2 > 1,
δ
c
‖u(k+1) − u⋆‖22 ≤
δ
cτ3
‖x(k) − x⋆‖2
ETE
+
δ(µ2 − 1)c
τ3
‖ν(k) − ν(k−1)‖2Q, (A.70)
where τ3 = (1− 1µ2 )σ2min(Υ) > 0. By (A.68) and (A.70), sufficient conditions for satisfying (A.65) are
therefore given by: ∀i ∈ V,
(1− α− δα)(σ2f,i −
ρi
2
)ATi Ai 
δ
2
Pi +
δ
cτ3
ATi Ai, (A.71a)
α(σ2f,i −
ρi
2
)ATi Ai  cδτ2IK , (A.71b)
1
2
Pi −
L2f,i
2ρi
ATi Ai  cδτ1P Ti Pi, (A.71c)
1
2
≥ δ(µ2 − 1)
τ3
. (A.71d)
Under (A.54) and full column rank Ai’s, we see that (A.71) is true for some δ > 0. The proof is
complete. 
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